
Grading Student Writing: Tips and
Tricks to Save You Time

Confused about what's taking for a failing grade every time in your essay assignments? If yes, don't
worry because your confusion will end today. Continue reading to recognize some of the common
mistakes that students make in their essay assignments which ultimately leads to a failing grade. You
would have heard professionals saying that essay writing is an easy task. There is no doubt in that,
however, it is not for those who spend time practicing how to write effective essays. It is not easy for a
beginner or an essay writer to write an effective essay at the very first instance. However, after putting
consistent effort into writing essays students become aware of the common mistakes they make each
time.

After recognizing the mistakes each time they try not to repeat those mistakes in their next essay.
During this process, professional essay writers, or even instructors help their students in recognizing the
mistakes they make while writing essays. To teach students and help them write effective essays,
instructors consistently assign their students with different essay writing assignments. These essay
writing tasks enable us to judge the writing ability of a student.

There are some students who often complain that they get a failing grade in their essay writing
assignments. One reason behind this is that most of the students do not take interest, whenever, their
instructors assign them different assignments. Most of the students copy the assignments of their
friends or ask others to write their assignments for them. For instance, I have heard numerous students
telling their friends “write my essay or help me in writing it”. The reason behind this is that they are not
able to write effective essays. There is a need for students to understand that this is not the appropriate
way. Apart from that, it is easy to copy assignments or ask others to write your papers at this particular
level but in professional life, a person faces different situations when he is asked to show his writing
skills. At that time, the person only regrets that they did not take advantage of the opportunities their
instructors provided them to build their writing skills.

Still, some students put effort into writing their assignments but they are often confused about what is
making them get a failing grade each time in their essay assignments. In general, most of the students
make some common mistakes that ruin all the efforts that they made in writing effective essays. There
are some common mistakes that students make while writing essay assignments. Mentioned below are 8
common mistakes that should be considered to avoid a failing grade in essay assignments:

1. Don’t forget to write a thesis statement in the essay assignment. A thesis statement is
considered a significant part of all types of essays. Most of the students completely forget to
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write a thesis statement in their essay assignments which lead to poor grades. There is a need
to understand that the thesis statement is the most engaging part of the entire essay. This is
the statement that provides the reader with an idea of the argument the writer has made in the
essay writing.

2. In addition to that, writing an effective thesis statement is equally important in essay
assignments. There is no use of writing in an ineffective thesis statement as through this the
writer does not effectively engage his audience with his arguments.

3. Repetitive information is another mistake that should be considered to avoid a failing grade in
the essay assignments. A writer should make sure we have enough information to be discussed
in the essay before starting his write-up.

4. This is especially considered when the writer decides the topic of his essay assignment.
5. Meaning that a good writer is the one who chooses a topic for his essay assignment on which he

thinks he has enough information to be discussed. This helps writemyessayfast.net in avoiding
the use of repetitive information as repeating information in the essay.

6. An essay that is hard to read loses the attention of its audience. The audience can be your
instructor, or class fellows, or anyone who is reading your essay. While writing the essay, it
should be made sure that the essay is written in simple and clear language, so that readers of
all levels could easily understand the points that the writer wants to explain.

7. Incorrectly formatting the essay assignment is another mistake that should be considered to
avoid a failing grade. A format provides a structure to the essay assignment and the use of
correct formatting helps in attaining a good grade in the assignment. However, the results are
the opposite if the formatting of the essay assignment is not done correctly or some of the
things are missed for that take help from paper writing service.

8. Plagiarism is another mistake that should be considered to avoid a failing grade in the
consignment. It is essential to support your arguments with different evidence but this does not
mean copying the work of other writers.

9. Meaning that, if you aim to include some points from the literature in your essay to provide your
arguments a strength then you should make sure that the points you are taking from someone's
work are properly cited and referenced.

Mentioned above are some of the mistakes that should be considered to avoid failing grade in the essay
assignment. However, beginners can take assistance from different services such as an essay writing
service in their initial learning stages to avoid such mistakes.
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